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The harmful effects of the mobile phone on the brain 
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You can also contact

For more information

ARTAC : www.artac.info/association
CRIIREM : www.criirem.org 
Une terre pour les EHS : uneterrepourlesehs.blogspot.com
Robin des toits : www.robindestoits.org 
WECF : www.projetnesting.fr
ASEF : www.asef-asso.fr 
PRIARTEM : www.priartem.fr
Ministère de la Santé : www.sante.gouv.fr

EVERY HUMAN BEING IS A SENSITIVE BODY.

Your body is made up of millions of cells which 
relate to each other through biological currents.
Furthermore, all the tissues are in interaction 
through the central nervous system (brain) and 
the neurovegetative system (intestines, organs 
and nerves). The artificial electromagnetic waves 
will disrupt the cellular and neurological systems. 
These will then send an abnormal electronic mes-
sage to your brain and to other central nervous 
systems which regulate the physiological 
balance of your body. The automatic regulation 
mechanisms are disrupted, resulting in various 
functional and organic disorders.

Official Recommandations
The artificial electromagnetic waves have 

been classified as being potential cancer risks 
by WHO (World Health Organization) in May 
2011 in the same way as asbestos, D.D.T and 
petrol fumes.
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Feel free to contact : 

Oh really ! 
How come  ?

WIFI is practical

WIFI is toxic !
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Lack of 

understanding 

and suffering 

Words of the EHS

www.mathilde-lachand.com 

Why such reactions ?
Hugo, 

18 years old

EHS
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INFORMATION AND 

SAFETY GUIDE 

Action réalisée dans le cadre de l'appel à projets pour le développement durable 
organisé par le service développement durable de la ville de Romans.



Radiation effects :

These physical and behavioral disorders 
can become so unbearable that those affected 
can no longer live in their usual environment : 
they therefore become Electro Hypersen-
sitive (EHS).

For them, apart from the disorders already 
mentioned, they can no longer take the train, 
the bus; remain in secondary school, in public 
places, have an evening out…

This leads to lack of understanding of their 
family circle, relocation, escape…

The EMFIS [ Electromagnetic Field 
Intolerance Syndrome ]

To try them is to adopt them !

A telephone in sleep mode continually emits

waves, so leave it switched off as much as 

possible, especially at nighttime.

NEVER place it under your pillow.

The right reflexes

Find all the precautions on http://prevoem26.id.st

Heart arrhythmia    
      Insomnia

   Headache    Stress, anguish

                 Depression
                    Panic attacks

    
       

     Joint pain
s

                    Digestive trouble

          Skin problems

           Tinnitus
     Vertigo
               Fatigue

      
Muscular pain
  Memory and concentration disorders 

BUT ...
All appliances emit electromagnetic polluting 
waves which disrupt the proper functioning of your 
body and development. 

These artificial waves continuously attack your 
family and your neighbors.

CORDLESS PHONES

RELAY ANTENNAS

BLUETOOTH

And all devices containing WIFI 
(printers, etc...)

WIRELESS GAMES CONSOLES

The Electro Hypersensitives

Deactivate the WIFI and replace it 
by a wired network, (all `̀ boxes˝ 
have an active WIFI origin).

Do not use your laptop on your knees
(spermatozoid and fetus unfriendly !!)

Be careful not to use your phone 
near a pregnant woman !

 your stomach or to your heart.

Other Transmi"ers

 Use an earphone or loud speakers

(no more than 6 minutes per day). 
Give priority to texts !

Use your phone only 
when the signal is strong.

Avoid use in public transport or while walking. 

 YESSSSS  !!!

 home by a landline.


